3/4" COLD WATER SUPPLY PIPING SECURED WITHIN WALL

3/4" REDUCED PRESSURE ZONE BACKFLOW PREVENTER ASSEMBLY - WATTS MODEL LF90BQTS

3/4" SUPPLY PIPING SECURE TO WALL FACE WITH 1-5/8" GALVANIZED CHANNEL ATTACHED TO WALL STUDS

3/4" WYE STRAINER W/ BLOW-OFF VALVE

AIR GAP FITTING

STAINLESS STEEL WALL ESCUTCHEON

BALL VALVE

24"

36"

TYPE "A" SHOCK ABSORBER

CHEMICAL DISPENSING UNIT AND VESSEL FILLING COLD WATER OUTLETS ON 8" CENTERS - (3) CHICAGO FAUCETS MODEL 293-369COLDGP

3/4" SUPPLY PIPING SECURE TO WALL FACE WITH 1-5/8" GALVANIZED CHANNEL ATTACHED TO WALL STUDS

RPZ RELIEF DISCHARGE INTO MOP SINK. SECURE TO WALL FACE WITH 1-5/8" GALVANIZED CHANNEL ATTACHED TO WALL STUDS

SECURE PIPE TO CHANNEL WITH CUSHION CLAMP (TYPICAL)

MOP SINK BASIN

FLOOR